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Withdrawal from turns in overlap and participation

1. Introduction

In this chaptcr, 1 will focus on the phenomenon o f drop out, i.e., withdrawal 
from the turn due to overlapping talk, in order to reflect on the link between 
“unfinished” turns and participation framework. With the help of a se- 
quential and multimodal analysis inspired by the conversation analytical ap- 
proach, I will show that dropping out from a turn is strongly linked to the 
availability displayed by potential recipients o f a turn-at-talk. Although con
versation analysis has described in detail the systematics o f overlapping talk, 
especially o f its onset (Jefferson 1973, 1983, 1986) and its resolution (Scheg- 
lo ff 2000; Jefferson 2004), the phenomenon o f withdrawal from a turn due 
to simultaneous talk has not been investigated in detail. While it seems to be 
difficult to describe this interactional practice by referring exclusively to syn- 
tactic features (incompleteness o f  the turn), I suggest looking at turn with
drawal from a multimodal perspective (e.g. Goodwin 1980, 1981; Mondada 
2007a; Schmitt 2005), taking into account visible resources like gaze or ges- 
ture. The problem o f  continuing or stopping a turn-in-progress in overlap
ping talk can be closely linked to the participation framework (Goodwin and 
Goodwin 2004), as Speakers do visibly take into account their recipient’s 
availability and coordinate their turn construction with the dynamic changes 
of the participation framework and the interactional space.

1.1. Turn-taking, overlapping talk and overlap resolution

The analysis o f  turn-taking as a systematic procedure in naturally occurring 
interaction has been a classical field o f  investigation o f conversation analysis 
since the publication o f the well-known article by Sacks, Schegloff, and Jef
ferson in 1974. As the authors point out, Speakers alternate their turns by 
minimizing gaps and overlap (Sacks et al. 1974: 700—701), orienting to mo- 
ments o f  possible completion in their interlocutors’ turns, the so-called trau- 
s i t ion -rek van cep la ces (TRP).1 Overlapping talk is positioned with respect to the

1 Though the omniprcsencc of simultaneous talk in conversation has led to a long 
lasting discussion on the validity of Sacks et al’s (1974) observations, the notion of 
“interruption”, or of “rules” for turn-taking, this chaptcr will not comment on
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possible completion o f  thc first Speakers turn, i.e., the next Speaker Starts to 
speak as soon as he is able to rccognize a possible completion point in a turn- 
con stru ciiona l u n it (TCU) (Drew 2009; Jefferson 1983, 1986), wbich are inter- 
actively and praxeologically shaped organizational units o f  talk (Ford 2004; 
Ford, Fox, and Thompson 1996; Mondada 2007b). The length o f overlap 
depends, on the one hand, on the possibilitv o f anricipating a completion in 
the current speaker’s turn, and, on the other hand, on the possibilities a cur
rent Speaker has to continue his turn after a TRP by adding tags (Jefferson 
1973), turn extensions, or even new TCUs. Long lasting overlaps in ordinäre 
conversation are quite rare, as Speakers generally Orient to a quick resoludon 
o f the overlap and thus to a re-installment o f  the “one party at a time”-prin- 
ciple (Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson 1974; Schegloff 2000). This resoludon 
can be either inherent to the form at o f  the overlapping turns (e.g. in case o f  
continuers), or, should the overlapping talk persist, be achieved by a set o f  
systematic practices (Jefferson 2004; Schegloff 2000), like the increase o f  
volume o f  the talk, the produedon o f  sound Stretches, or the slowing down  
or acceleration o f  the pace. This Upgrade to competition or f i g h t  f o r  th e f/oor 
(Schegloff 2000) aims at keeping the floor while making the co-participant 
drop out o f  the turn. Although Schegloff (2000: 293) suggests that it is gen
erally the “receiver o f  the Upgrade” who will drop out, somedmes both  
Speakers persist in overlap until completion o f  their turn, somedmes both 
Speakers drop out simultaneously well before turn completion, and a with- 
drawal from the turn can occur even before pardeipants in overlap Upgrade 
to competition. Indeed, Jefferson (2004) shows that withdrawal from the 
turn is not simply linked to matters o f  first and second position, o r o f  speak- 
ing rights related to those positions.

The phenomenon o f withdrawal raises at least two main research ques- 
tions. First, to which kind o f  rule or interactional constraints do Speakers in 
overlap Orient in Order to negotiatc withdrawal from the turn? Second, do  
those turn withdrawals have a specific format, with systematic syntactic, 
prosodic, etc. patterns? Up to now, no work in conversation analysis has 
been dedicated to determining whether those “unfinished” turns possess a 
specific or recurrent format, i.e., if there is a systematic breaking point within 
the syntactic construction o f the ahandoned turn. This may be related to the 
fact that withdrawal from the turn is above all negotiated on interactional 
grounds. In fact, current Speakers may drop out o f  their turn if an interlocu- 
tor is initiating repair (O loff 2009: 423—450; Sacks, Schegloff, and Jeffer-

those methodological questions (but sec Schegloff 1988/89, 1992,2002 for a con
versation analytical view on those issues).
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son 1974: 720), which shows that Speakers are handling overlapping talk not 
simply with regard to its position or to speaking rights (“first Speaker goes”), 
but merely with respect to sequential trajectories and recip ien t design  (Scheg- 
lo ff 2000: 45). lt thus seenis difficult to put forward a specific formal rule for 
withdrawal from the turn, as Speakers are handling overlapping talk locally, 
orienting to it as being non-problematic or as rather problematic and mis- 
placed, even if the onset may in both cases be close to a TRP. ln this chapter,
1 will first reflect on some syntactic properties o f withdrawal (1.2.) and then 
argue for a multimodal approach to this phenomenon, considering the par
ticipation framework and recip ien t design  (1.3.). The notion o f recip ien t design  
(Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson 1974) reflects the idea that every turn is ac- 
tionally, grammatically, and epistemically formatted with respect to a poten
tial addressee. Considering Goodwin’s work (1980, 1981) on phrasal breaks 
at turn beginnings (which are related to the absence o f the recipient’s gaze), 
gaze and, more generally, the availabilitv o f  the recipient, seern to play a role 
for turn abandonment, too. ln my analysis (2.), 1 will, therefore, comment on 
the use o f  multimodal resources (like gaze) and the interplay between turn 
withdrawal and recipient design.

1.2. Syntactic features o f  withdrawals from the turn

When looking at some examples o f  turn withdrawal in the literature, it seems 
to be appropriate to describe withdrawal from the turn in overlap first and 
foremost as a syntactic phenomenon, i.e., as the withdrawal from an emerg- 
ing turn before it reaches a possible syntactic completion. In the following 
excerpts, the hyphen (“-”) marks the fragmentary character o f a word and/or 
the premature retraction from its production, “a cut-off or self-interruption, 
often done with a glottal or dental stop” (Schegloff 2000: 61):

Ex. 1 (Schegloff 2000: 23)
1 Vic: Be[cuz] I'm] deh en I'm gon' . . .

2 Mike: [Did] ju-]

Ex. 2 (Jefferson 2004: 45)
1 Essie: I think Cookie [ta-

2 Janet: [I didn' even know'e was i::11.

Ex. 3 (Schegloff 2000: 23)
1 Ava: [°B't asi]de fr'm that it's a'right.

2 Bee: [So what-]
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Withdrawal from thc turn scems to imply the withdrawal front a TCU in 
progress before reaching its possible syntactic complction. l or this reason, 
we might wonder whether therc is somc kind o f  systematic breaking point 
within ovcrlapped syntactic constructions. Put differentlv, do participants 
drop out from thc turn when having reached a certain point within thc 
cntergcnt syntactic construction? And, therefore, is the withdrawal hasicallv 
linkccl to syntactic constraints? ln thc three cxamplcs, thc withdrawal occurs 
clearly before thc Speakers have reachcd a syntactic or semantic complction 
o f their turn. Nevertheless, this small sample also shows that those breaking 
points occur at different syntactic positions: before, during or after having 
produced a (finite) verb. Moreover, the rest o f  the utterance is still under- 
specified at those points and could take various forms, “simple” continu- 
ations o f  the TCU (ex. 1 D id  you  -> “see him”), or also the addition o f  sub- 
ordinated constructions {Did you  -> “notice that Pve bought some milk”). 
This vagueness inherent to turn- and TCU-beginnings (at least in languages 
such as Knglish, Schegloff, Ochs, and Thompson 1996: 27—32) is especially 
visible in the following example. Here, Janet self-selects twice at a TRP in 
Polly’s turn, but withdraws immediately after having produced only a frag- 
mentary item (1. 2, 4). Finally, she self-selects again after the end o f  Polly’s 
turn (1. 7) in order to produce a complete turn:

Ex. 4 (Jefferson 2004: 46)
1 Polly: I jus' thought it was so kind of stupid=

2 Janet: = [ [Y-

3 Polly: [[I didn' even say anything=

4 Janet: =[[Eh-

5 Polly: [[when I came ho:me.

6 (0.3)

7 Janet: Well Essie jus' called 'n I- an' I aftuh call er back.

We may notice that the fragments in 1. 2 and 4 do not allow her interlocu- 
tor Polly (nor the analyst) to anticipate the format (anet finally adopts when 
speakingin the clear at 1. 7, whcrc she produces one complete TCU (11 e i l l i s s i e  
ju s '  ccille(t), one fragment o f  a TCU (7/ /-), and finally, recycling the preceding 
fragment, a second complete TCU {an' 1 a ftuh ca ll 'er hack). This case shows 
that withdrawals do not only occur clearly during the produedon o f  a TCU  
(i.e., after aTCU-beginning), but also at tu rn -b tgn n in gs , where Speakers do not 
always Start immediately with the production o f  a TCU, but may use pre- 
placed appositionals or various discourse markers (Lindström 2006; Scheg
lo ff 1987,1996). As overlap resolution is organized “beat by beat” (Schegloff
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2000: 45), withdrawal from the turn may in fact occur at any point within the 
syntactic construction o f  an overlapping turn, depending also on the position 
of the overlap onset within the overlapped turn(s). The ernic natu re o f overlap 
resolution makes it difficult to apply a formal rule (e.g., withdrawal from the 
turn occurs systematically after or before the production o f certain syntactic 
constituents), as Speakers handle the management o f simultaneous talk in a 
local way, adapting reflexively to the conduct o f the other party involved. 
Those first observations hint at the fact that withdrawal may be more interac- 
tionally grounded than based on purely syntactic orgrammadcal constraints.2

1.3. A multimodal approach to withdrawals from the turn

The concept o f  multimodality within interacüonal approaches is based on 
the idea that the communicative process is to be understood as holistic and 
inseparable from the participants’ bodies (Schmitt 2005: 18—22). ln face-to- 
facc interaction, the Speakers’ bodies are a resource for performing interac- 
tional tasks and socially relevant actions. Those bodily resources are not re- 
strictecl to the use o f  Speech, but concern also gesture, gaze, body posture, 
facial expression, the constellation o f  bodies in space, or the manipulation o f 
artifacts. lnspired by context analysis (e.g. Kendon 1990; Scheflen 1972) and 
conversadon analysis, multimodal analysis considers both sequentiality and 
simultaneity as fundamental to interaction and Claims that coordination be- 
tween participants is a permanent interactional task (Deppermann and 
Schmitt 2007; Schmitt 2007), a notion that refers not only to recipient de- 
sign, but primarily to the fact that participants mutually perceive and moni- 
tor each other’s audible and visible conduct, and displays o f availability 
(Goodwin 1980). If not only audible, but also visible resources are taken into 
account, turn shapes and their syntactic formats can be understood as being 
embedded in embodied interactional practices. Grammar is thus a resource 
for and at the same time shaped by interactional processes (e.g. Auer 2002, 
2005; Hakulincn and Selting 2005; Ochs, Schegloff, and Thompson 1996, 
Selting and Couper-kuhlen 2000), which triggers reflections on the appro- 
priate defmition and grammatical description o f spoken, actional units, their 
delimitations, or their (in)completeness (e.g. Hayashi 2003; Laursen 2005; 
l.erner 2002; Mondada 2004, 2007a; Olsher 2004; Schegloff 1984).

Indeed, withdrawal from the turn (without being in overlap) can be a recipient de- 
signed practice used to handle delicate topies or actions, as has been shown by the 
study of unfmished turns in French (Chevalier 2005, 2008; Chevalier and Clift 
2008).
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As early as 1979, Goodwin and Schegloff commented on the link between 
Syntax and interaction. Goodwin (1979) shows how a Speaker formats a syn- 
tactic construction in specific ways according to his designed recipients. Fur- 
thermore, he shows that phrasal breaks during utterance beginnings in face- 
to-face interactions are linked to the absence o f  the recipients gaze toward 
the Speaker (Goodwin 1980, 1981). As sonn as a mutual gaze between both 
participants is established, the Speaker continues his syntactic construction  
without further perturbation. Schegloff (1979) insists on the use o f phrasal 
breaks for topic management in conversation: when Speakers initiate a new 
topic or a topic shift, they frequently do so with a phrasal break. I f  the turn 
that introduces the new topic contains no perturbation, the recipient is likely 
to initiate repair in the next position (see also Drew 1997). Syntactic con- 
structions are, therefore, sensitive to recipient design and, more specifically, 
to the availability displayed by co-participants within a given participation 
framework (Goodwin 1997; Goodwin and Goodwin 2004). Withdrawal 
from the turn could thus not only be linked to the emergent syntactic con
struction o f the abandoned or o f the continued concurrent turn, but also to 
actional features o f  the concurrent lines o f  action, and to the availability 
o f the recipient(s) for the overlapping speaker(s). Consequently, I suggest 
adoptinga multimodal approach to the phenomenon of withdrawal from the 
turn. Instead o f investigating withdrawal as a primarily syntactic phenom 
enon, I will look at the Speakers’ audible and visible conduct during simulta- 
neous talk and show the possible interplay between recipient availability and 
withdrawals from the turn.

1.4. Data

The data used in this chapter are naturally occurring interactions in French 
and German.1 Whereas the German Corpus (3 hours) — an inform al dinner 
conversation between German students in France with a number o f  partici- 
pants varying from three to eight participants — has been collected by the 
author, the French data have been provided by the 1CAR research lab (partly 
available on the CLAPI database o f spoken French, http://clapi.univ- 
lyon2.fr/). The Saxe Corpus (1,5 hours) is an informa) work meeting at honte 3

3 The decision to takc French and German examples has not a comparative, but an 
illustrative objective. The data show that the practice o f turn withdrawal exists in 
both languages, and that both French and German Speakers are sensitive to issues 
of recipient availability. For a comparative study, the data set would have to be 
considerably enlarged (see section 3.).

http://clapi.univ-lyon2.fr/
http://clapi.univ-lyon2.fr/
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between three colleagues working for a marketing start-up, and the MO- 
SAIC corpus (1,5 hours) shows three architects during a work meeting, 
where they exchange the last Updates on a common project. All data have 
been videotaped using at least two cameras, the multimodal transcripts (see 
transcription conventions at the end o f  this chapter) being based on all avail- 
able views o f  the recordings.

2. The contribution o f video data to the analysis of withdrawals 
from the turn

When working with audio data, two different withdrawal positions with re- 
spect to the development o f  the turn can be identified. First, there can be a 
withdrawal from  the turn before TCU-completion; in this case, the turn is al- 
ready in progress and the TCU remains clearly syntactically incomplete, al- 
though its completion may be more or less projectable.4 Second, the with
drawal can be positioned at an even earlier point, during (ex. 4) or 
immediately after the turn-beginning. ln this case, the withdrawal occurs 
after having audibly produced the beginning o f  an utterance. However, the 
production o f  a fragment or o f  an utterance framing discourse marker gives 
no precise hint about the syntactic construction that may follow. In her ac- 
count o f  pointing gestures used by Speakers in Order to prepare a turn, Mon- 
dada (2004, 2007a) shows how the use o f  video data may add yet another ob- 
servable sequential position when studying the incremental development o f 
turns in interaction, the p re-b eg in n in g  The following excerpt illustrates that a 
third possible sequential position — during or immediately after the pre-be
ginning — exists also in the case o f withdrawal from the turn. Here, in overlap 
with Jean-Baptiste’s GEB) turn (1. 1), Sophie (SOP) produces a tongue click 
at low volume, followed by an in-breath (1. 2). She then utters a minimal re
sponse (o u a is , 1. 4.), which seems to be a response to Jean-Baptiste’s question 
in line 1 and 3. From the verbal transcript, it cannot be decided if the tongue 
click and the in-breath are indeed a preparation for Sophie’s response to 
Jean-Baptiste. But by looking at the visible resources deployed by the Speak
ers, we may interpret the audible pre-beginning in line 2 and the response 
in line 4 as two different turns, the first incipient turn having been visibly 
abandoned by Sophie:

Video data also show that syntactically incomplete turns may be completed by 
gestures (embodiedcompletions, Olsher 2004), or that gestures can be used in Order to 
link distant TCUs and may project increments of apparently complete turns 
(Laursen 2005).
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Ex. 5 SAXE_m s_012327_m ais t’en as qu’un
1 JEB [ah pour] quoi *tOIt? [*t'achetes* la ]# qualite&

tra [oh why ] you*DO tt [*buy qua* lity]#products&
2 SOP > [° °.mts ° °] [ * . h : : : : *: ]

j eb >-gaze SOP--
sop >>gaze FAB------- * *gaze JEB--- >>

* opens mouth-- ------------------- ->
£ig. # 1 #2

3 JEB &pour ton gamin:/ * =
tra &for your kid * _

sop >-open mouth---- *
4 SOP =ouais

tra =yeah

It can be noticed that before starting her turn, Sophie gazes at 1‘abien 
(fig. #1). After her tongue click, she visiblv opens her mouth, projecting an 
incipient turn beginning also in visible ways (fig. # 1, resembling the “a ’ -face 
described by Streeck and Hartge 1992), which is confirmed bv the following  
deep in-breath. Hf>wever, while breathing in, Sophie alreadv turns her head 
in Jean-Baptiste’s direction, having engaged in mutual gaze just after hav 
ing stoppet! her in-breath (fig. #2). She maintains the gaze in his direction 
beyond the end o f  the excerpt, which shows that her minimal response (1. 4) 
is addressed to Jean Baptiste. lt is thus mainly Sophies visible reorientation  
o f  gaze which shows that she indeed withdraws from an incipient turn ad
dressed to Fabien in Order to respond to Jean-Baptiste. I ltis illustrates that 
withdrawal from the turn is not only an audible phenomenon (although it 
offen implies the production o f  an “incomplete” utterance), but primarilv 
embodied and implemented by visible resources as well. In this sequential 
position, it seems particularly difficult to grasp the phenomenon o f  w ithdra
wal in syntactic terms — at least if syntax is considered as the production o f  at 
least one constituent o f an emergent syntactic construction.

As excerpt 5 has shown, withdrawal from the turn in overlap seems to be 
closely linked to a modification o f  the participation framework. Although we 
may analyze a certain amount o f  withdrawals from the turn in overlap by fal
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ling exclusively back upon sequential features o f  the talk (e.g., action trajec- 
tories, speaking rights, rcpair initiation, etc.), the use o f video data can ac- 
count for supplementary features o f  this practice. On the one hand, the 
withdrawal in prc-beginning position becomes describable as an interac- 
tional phenomenon, which is not always possible or clear-cut if we rely only 
on audible resources for the analysis. On the other hand, video data help to 
shed new light on the relevance o f  the participation framework for negoti- 
ating turn-continuation or its abandonment. Notably, although Schegloff 
(2000) does not present video data, he already makes some useful remarks 
along these lines. I le details the possible configurations o f  overlapping talk, 
which he schematizes in the following way (where each letter, A, ß, C, corre- 
sponds to a Speaker, whereas the arrows represent a turn addressed to the re- 
spective intcrlocutor):

(A) -  ß (ii) A  ß (iii) A B
t

c C c:

Scheine 1: Basic ovcrlap configurations (Schegloff 2000: 8)

Schegloff suggests that simultaneous talk between two Speakers occurs ex- 
clusively in one o f  these three configurations, and he offers some basic ob- 
servations on these configurations that include also some remarks on visible 
resources. In configuration (ii), where A and C are simultaneously addressing 
ß, Schegloff (2000: 8) proposes that ß s  gaze direction will he decisive for 
deciding i f  either C or A will continue. The interesting idea that withdrawal 
from the turn may be related to displays o f  recipientship by the potential ad- 
dressee is not further developed. On the contrary, Schegloff (2000: 8) under- 
lines that

[ajlthough almost certainlv the body can he deployed in a manner relevant to over- 
lap in configuration (iii) [where A and B are addressing each other at the same 
time, 1-0] it does not appear to figure so centrally in that circumstance.

Schegloff does not comment on any particular role o f visible resources in 
configuration (i) — where A is talking to ß while B is simultaneously talking to 
C — although the parenthesis placecl around Speaker A hints at an underlving 
Interpretation o f  A withdrawing systematically from the turn as ß is unavail- 
able as a recipient (Interpretation that can be easily refuted if we think o f re- 
pair sequences that are initiated in overlap, where a current Speaker ß can 
quicklv suspend his line o f  action in order to respond to A). Schegloff’s re
marks point to the relevance o f  a multimodal approach to turn withdrawals.
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I lowever, he does not give any details on the wav in which visible resources 
and turn withdrawals interact during simultaneous talk. In Order to consoli- 
date his preliminary observations, 1 will now show some cases where with- 
drawal from the turn is clearly related to displavs o f  recipiency.

2.1. Withdrawal from the turn when gazing at a non-gazing recipient

As Schegloff (2000) remarks, a Speaker is likely to drop out from the turn  
when he notices that his recipient is not available at that moment. The fol- 
lowingexcerpts will confirm his observations, though it does not seem to de- 
pend on the overlap configurations suggested by Schegloff, but seems to be 
primarily a matter o f displayed availability and its dynamic developm ent dur
ing overlapping talk. While Schegloff’s configurations mav be useful fo r a 
first approach to overlapping talk, their schematized representation reflccts 
only weakly the interactional dynamics o f  turn-taking and recipientship. In 
stead o f commenting further on those configurations, I will now underline 
the relevance o f  the recipient’s availability for turn abandonment.

In excerpt 6, the three French colleagues are discussing a new marketing 
concept for biscuits, and how to extend the ränge o f  already existing biscuits 
for children. The excerpt Starts at a point where Jean-Baptiste (JEB) has just 
stated that the brand M arquise is the market leader in biscuits. Along these 
lines, Fabien (FAB) is asking if high quality biscuits for kids do already exist 
(1. 1—2). This question receives two answers, the first is initiated by Jean-Bap
tiste, who, after a first negative answer {non, 1. 4) initiates a new, complex turn  
in which he States once again that the brand M arqu ise is the highest quality 
product on the market and thus the most luxurious one (1. 4, 7, 9, 13). Sophie  
(SOP) simply confirms that M arquise is the best brand (1. 5—6), while Fabien, 
in a short overlapping turn, observes that high quality biscuits for children  
do not exist (1. 8). Although Sophie has aligned with her colleagues’ reason- 
ing, she then suggests a possible alternative, the biscuit brand C ro cta  (1. 12), 
which may also offer high quality biscuits for children. As we can see in the 
transcript, Sophie’s second proposal is developed in overlap with Jean-Bap- 
tiste’s complex turn, and even if she reinitiates the turn twice (1. 17), she does 
not complete it. Jean-Baptiste’s overlapping competitive talk (1. 18) could ac 
count for her dropping out (Schegloff 2000). However, the multimodal 
analysis reveals that Sophie is withdrawing from each TCU shortly after hav- 
ing directed her gaze to a non-gazing recipient:
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Ex. 6 SAXE_ms_012739_crocta
1 FAB donc\  pour  EN»fants:/ est-ce que t'astdu haut
tra so for chll+dren:  do you have+  high
sop >>SOP flicks through a brochure, looks at it-->
jeb + . ..gaze FAB— ---+.broch. SOP>

2 d' gamme pour enfants/ °x(x)\0
tra quality for children °x(x)°

3 (0.2)

4 JEB non (j' veux dire)[*qu't' [Ab\ ]

tra no  ( i ' id say) [*that you [HAve]
5 SOP [*-h::: [ben ]*c'est&

tra [*.h::: [well]* i t' s &

sop >--gaze table----_ ★ *gaze FAB->
6 SOP Sma[rqui tse/]'

tra &ma[rqu i[se/]'
7 JEB [<par co tntre c'est ce]'rtAI]*N/ ((f))>&

tra [ <on the[other hand what's cer] 'tAI]*N ((f))>&

8 FAB [j:ama i s] ' vu/]
tra

sop >--gaze

[never]#  seen]

r -
9 JEB &[ (.) c'est] que+ marquisei du+coup// (0.8) est:/

tra &[ (.) is ]that+ marquise£there+fore  (0.8) is:

10 jeb 

jeb 

fab

11

12 SOP >

13 JEB

tra

sop

fab

jeb

fig.

14

15 FAB

tra

sop

16

17 SOP 3

tra

18 JEB

tra

sop

fab

jeb

fig.

19 JEB 

tra

2 0 FAB 

sop

[((biro))]

>--gaze SOP-- 

( . )

*cro*c[£+ta/]

[£ + le haut/] d'gamme\#

[£+the best] product #

* . . . *gaze FAB-------------->

>------£ . . gaze JEB--------->

+ ..gaze FAB--------->

+ . . .gaze FAB---+ , , ,

----------£....gaze twd JEB-

#1

(0.2)

° ouais/0

°yeah0

( • )
croc * tA/+doit*et'

croc*tA/+must*be

(coin-)K*cr[£oc*ta/ il est- ]£

(coin-)#*cr[£oc*ta  it is-  ]£
[£ i*l a TOUS  LES)£&

[£ i*t has ALL THE]£&

*.......*gaze FAB .......*gaze JEB------>

>gaze JEB----------------------£..gaze SOP-------£

>--FAB--+,,,gaze table

#2
£CO*DES de  celui# que: [ + tu] (emmeneras)

&#£CO*DES of the one# that [+you](will take)

[ + hm: ]

>-JEB* . .gaze table---------------------->>
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fab £...gaze JEB----->>
jeb +..gaze FAB-->>

#3 «4

Sophic’s gaze towards Fabicn shows that her first ansvver (1. 5—6) as well 
as her second proposal C rocta  (1. 12, fig. #1) are both addressed to Fabien. 
At the moment o f  her second Suggestion, Fabien bas alreadv started to gaze 
in Jean Baptiste’s direction (1. 9, flg. #1). Thus, Fabien is not available as a 
recipient for Sophie at that moment. The fact that she reinitiates her turn  
(1. 17) after Fabien’s minimal answer to Jean-Baptiste (°ona is/ ° , 1. 15) show s 
that she Orients to a possible closing o f  the sequcnce initiated bv Jean-Bap  
tiste. This reinitialization (1. 17) shows that the natnc o f  the brand C ro cta  
(1. 12) was more a turn-beginning than a complete turn. Sophie redirects her 
gaze from the brochure on the table in front o f  her ft) Fabien (fig. #2) shortlv  
after having repeated the brand nanic C rocta  (1. 17). But when her cvcs are 
fully opened (d o it e t ' ,  1. 17), Fabien is still looking at |ean -Baptiste. Sophie  
does not complete the TCU (cro cta  d o it f t ' ) ,  but stops the emerging svntactic 
construction with an unidentifiable incomplete word {(coin), probable an ad 
jcctive).

lmmediately afterwards, Sophie turns her head to the right and gazes at )ean 
Baptiste, while restarting her turn for a second time (cro cta  i l  es/, 1. 17). But 
again, she encounters a non-gazing recipient, as Jean-Baptiste is looking at 
the table in front o f  him (fig. #3). He does not m odifv the orientation o f  bis 
gaze, and three syllables later, Sophie withdraws from  the turn, turning her 
gaze back to the brochure lying in front o f  her (fig. #4), and abandoning her 
turn in a definitive way (O loff 2010). As Sophie has turned away from  Fa
bien after having dropped out a first time, she cannot sec that Fabien briefh  
Orients to her (I. 18) when she reinitiates her turn for Jean-Baptiste. Sophie  
does not restart her turn after three trials without having been able to engage 
in mutual gaze with one o f  her interlocutors.
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This example shows that in m ulti-party intcractions (i.e., involving at least 
three participants), a Speaker may try, after having encountered a first non- 
gazing recipient, to  catch the attention o f  another recipient. Speakers Orient 
to the displayed availability o f  their recipient in order to decide whether to 
continue a turn in progress o r to suspend its production, possiblv restarting 
it at a later point. The next example shows that Speakers do not necessarily 
gaze at each other when they Start to  speak, but that it seems necessary to ob- 
tain the recipient’s gaze at a certain point during a turn or a sequence (Good- 
win 1981; Rossano, Brown, and Levinson 2009). Here, six German friends 
are having a raclette dinner at lsabelle’s (ISA) place. While they are still eat- 
ing, one o f  the participants sitting at the table, Christian (CHR), is gazing at 
the table in front o f  him. A few moments later, he self-selects in order to ask 
Dennis (DUN), sitting opposite him, i f  he is using the blue glass (hidden by 
)AN’s head) in front o f  his plate (1. 7—8). ln overlap with this turn, Isabelle 
and Dennis simultaneously self-select (1. 9—10). Both Christian and Isabelle 
drop out o f  their turn, even though they have initiated their turns signifi- 
cantly earlier than Dennis (cf. Isabelle’s projective m hm :, 1. 5):

Ux. 7 R A C _pol_005656_trinksch  nich aus dem glas
1

ehr
2 DEN
3
4
5 ISA
6

ehr
7 CHR >

tra

( 0.4 ) $ ( 0 .6  )
$...gaze table / glass-->1.10 

° mhm / hm: \ °
(1 .1 ) [ (0 .2 )

[((background music: beginning of new song))->
mhm: \
$ ( . )
$...Starts pointing twd DEN's glass->
*:ahm dei nnis/&
#er de£nnis/&

den £___>
fig. #1

8 CHR &trin[£ksch nich $tt aus $ (de)m]
tra &you [£don't drink$# from $ th(is)]

9 ISA > [f>>(weiß nich ob$#'s $'n )<<\ ]
[£>>(don't know if$#there's$a-)<< ]tra
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lowing assessment concerning D ennis’ loud turn (I. 12) is alreadv utt<" 
with her gaze turned back to the plate. In this case, too, the mutual gaZC 
tween the two participants is restricted to a short glance in a m id-scclUL 
Position.

Both example 6 and 7 show that there is an interesting in te ra c ti°n 
tween displays o f  recipiency and withdrawals from  the turn: w hen 1 ° °  
at a non-gazing recipient, Speakers drop quickly out from  the turn, th e tut 
completion being linked to the establishment o f  at least a short lasting niu 
tual gaze. Speakers who are addressed bv a recipient they are not gazing  ■*' 
may change gaze direction immediately after the withdrawal from  the tut u. 
engaging in mutual gaze with the overlapping Speaker. In both cases, 
drawal is closely timed with respect to gaze. In Order to give m ore em p n l t ‘ 
evidence for this observation, we shall look at yet another instance o f  chang  
ing gaze Orientation linked to a drop out, i.e., a case where the w ithdraw al 
occurs shortly after mutual gaze between the Speaker and bis addressee bas 
ceased.

2.2. Withdrawal o f  recipiency leading to withdrawal from  the turn

If overlapping Speakers already have established a mutual gaze, the display of 
availability may not be likely to intervene in the negotiation o f  turn continu  
ation or abandonment. Nevertheless, one o f the Speakers may use the prac 
tice o f turning to another participant, thus withdrawing recipiency from  bis 
overlapping co-participant. It is this r e c ip ien t-sh ift (Lerner 2003), in this case 
the re-orientation o f one Speaker toward an alternative addressee and, there 
fore, the loss o f his recipient, that may lead an overlapping Speaker to with 
draw from the turn, as the following example will illustrate.

Preceding the excerpt, Manuela (MAN) has asked Isabelle (ISA) about her 
work, and how shegenerally handles vicleo recorded data. Isabelle deve lop s .1 

complex turn in which she mentions first the digitization o f  the data (1. 1 —2, 
4—6). By the use o f  >first< (erstm a l, 1. 2), she projects at least a second srep to 
come and thus a continuation o f  her turn. Nevertheless, Isabelle stops after 
havinggiven more details on the digitization process (i.e., im port the data in 
order to obtain a mov lile, I. 4—6), taking a long in-breath followed by a short 
pause (1. 7). She continues her turn as Dennis (DEN) self-selects sim ulta  
neously (1. 8—9). Dennis drops out before completing his TCU iß (u )  m l  s s !  
DA N N  DA::: , 1. 9), leaving the floor to Isabelle. This fight for the flo o r  is 
obviously due to a negotiation o f  the transition-relevance place (as an intra 
or inter-turn TRP, cf. Lerner 1996) between Dennis and Isabelle, which is 
also indicated by the competitive, high volume o f  both overlapping turns.
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The multimodal annotations o f  the transcript reveal that Isabelle changes 
her gaze direction during the simultaneous talk, turning her head from Den
nis to Manuela. The withdrawal from  the turn thus occurs shordy after this 
visible re-orientation o f  the w ithdraw er’s recipient:

Hx. 8 RAC_pol_000642_movdatei
1 ISA .h: ABER/ ähm: (.) .h gut un:d wenn das jetzt so

.h: BUT er: (.) .h well an:d once this is PRT PRT
2 fertig is/dann werd ich die erstmal digitalisieren/^

tra finished then i will first digitize them=
3 MAN =mhm [: ° : / ° ]
4 ISA [die] Eschliess ich dann halt an 'n Computer £ an/

tra [then]£i will connect it PRT to  a Computer £ PVS
den £nod------------------------------------- £

5 ISA .h: un' da thab ich nachher! so 'n: so 'n : nuov:/
t ra .h: an' thenElater i will have£a kind of: kind of rm-ov:
den £°nod------------ °£
man >>leaned forward, gaze ISA------------------------- + ,,,>

6 ISA (.)+öh 'ne motvdatei/+£
tra (.)+er a mo£v file +£ 
man leans back,,,,,+
den £nod---- £

7 ISA *+<.h::(0.4)>(0.2)+
isa *...gaze DEN------>
man <+............. arm+( (listening posture))>
den »gaze ISA------->>

8 ISA [(I uni (d) DANN][GU*CK EICH MIR DASflAL] LES EA:N*:/&
tra [# an£(d) THEN] [ I ‘WILL EWATCH #ALL) OF ITESVP* &

9 DEN > [ tl d (u ) £ müsst] [DA*NN £ DA::#:\]
tra [tiy(ou)£ thEn] [HA*VE T0£ PRT::#: ]
isa >gaze DEN—  ......... gaze MAN-- ----*..»

‘rhythmical head movement------- *
den £...................£-square gesture-------£..... >
f i g  #1 #2

10 ISA & » o d e r  beziehungs (wei) << hör mir das (.)*kurz an/ und&
tra & » o r  rath(er)« i will listen (.) *PRT to it and&
isa >. .--gaze DEN-----------------------------
den >..scratches throat-»

During the beginning o f  the exccrpt, both Manuela and Dennis adopt a re
cipient position and intervene only minimally (Manuela in 1. 3, Dennis nods 
several times, 1. 4—6). During the pause (1. 7), Isabelle Starts to gaze at Dennis 
who is already looking at her since the beginning o f  the excerpt. While the 
rising Intonation o f m ovda te i and the in-breath project a continuation o f Isa- 
belle’s explanation, Dennis seems to interpret this moment as a possibilitv to 
self-select and to contribute in a more essendal way to her complex turn. In-
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deed, both Speakers continue in a similar vein, as both use the adverb dann  
(>then<) within their turn and Start the description o f  a possible second Step 
of handling video recorded data.

Whilc the beginnings o f the overlapping turns are uttcred at a normal vol- 
ume, both Upgrade quickly to competition. The mutual gaze at overlap onset 
(fig. #1) is dissolved by Isabelle’s reorientation: during the third syllable o f  
her turn {GUCK, 1. 8), she turns her head with rhythmical nods to the left and 
thus looks at Manuela (fig. #2). Not even two syllables later, Dennis drops 
out o f the turn, leaving his TCU syntactically incomplete (the complement 
o f d(u) m U sst /  >you have to<, 1. 9 —> “do x” is left out). Shortly afterwards, 
Dennis also retracts his gesturing right hand — which has been tracing a 
square in the air — to his throat (1. 8—10). Just after overlap resolution, Isabelle 
reduces the volume o f her voice to a normal level and redirects her gaze to 
Dennis, which shows that her display o f  unavailability has indeed been used 
as a resource for overlap resolution.

1 2

This case shows that Speakers in overlap are sensitive toward the availability 
o f their recipient. As long as a mutual gaze between the two Speakers is main- 
tained, the overlapping talk may persist. But if one o f the Speakers withdraws 
his gaze from his overlapping co-participant and turns to another possible 
addressee, the receiver o f this recipient-shift ceases the production o f  his 
turn very quickly. The display o f unavailability functions as a resource for 
overlap resolution, and the Speaker who Orients to a “new” recipient may, 
therefore, continue his turn in the clear. The timing o f the withdrawal ap- 
pears to be precisely positioned with respect to the interlocutor’s re-orien- 
tation: one or two items after the beginning o f the re-orientation toward an
other recipient, the former addressee drops out. ln the examples examined
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up to now, the abandonm ent o f  one o f  the overlapping turns does not seern 
to be grounded on syntactic criteria, but related to the dynamics o f the par
ticipation framework. N evertheless, the use o f  gaze as a resource for overlap 
management presupposes that the participants are actuallv looking at each 
other or seeking their recipient’s gaze. This may not be the case for all occur- 
rences o f  overlapping talk, as a last example will illustrate.

2.3. Withdrawal from  the turn when no participant gazes

We might woncler i f  gaze is always relevant for overlap resolution and for 
interaction in general. As Rossano, Brown, and Levinson (2009) point out, 
gaze in interaction is not directly related to the systematics o f turn-taking 
and should not exclusively be understood as a device for recipiency. Speakers 
do not gaze continuously at each other (Goodwin 1980): sometimes, partici
pants are not seeking another’s gaze during a whole sequence or even for 
longer Spans o f  talk: face-to-face interaction without gaze occurs, whether it 
is due to a specific cultural setting (Rossano, Brown, and Levinson 2009), or 
to a specific spatial arrangem ent o f  the bodies (Mondada 2008), or in case 
o f telephone conversations o r other types o f  mediated interaction (Mondada 
2007c). Participants might also gaze less often at each other in settings with 
specific interactional ecologies (Goodwin 2000; Mondada tbp), where mu
tual gaze is less relevant, fo r  example, because participants are handling spe
cific artifacts that are the main visual focus o f  attention.

This is the case o f  the following excerpt, where three architects are dis- 
cussing the consequences o f  the removal o f  a lift and a staircase for the light 
conditions o f  a large restaurant room  on the ground floor o f a castle that 
is being transform ed into a hotel. A t the beginning o f  the excerpt, Laurent 
(LAU) is arguing once m ore fo r the maintaining o f  the lift and the stairs 
in Order to keep a visual contact with the outside (1. 1—4), whereas Cedric 
(CED) underlines that their custom er wishes to have more rooms and more 
space, which is reason fo r rem oving those two elements (1. 6). During this 
turn, Marie (MAR) self-selects in overlap, but withdraws very quickly (1. 7). 
She recycles her turn-beginning twice, but withdraws each time from the 
turn (1. 9, 1. 14). The participants are mostly looking at the plans spread out 
on the table. Therefore, the withdrawal or continuation o f a turn in overlap 
cannot be linked to the absence or presence o f  mutual gaze between the in- 
terlocutors. First, Cedric’s counterargument (the customer’s need for space, 
1. 6) and the ensuing relevance o f  a response from Laurent could o f course 
account for Marie dropping out, as she Orients to Laurent’s speaking rights 
at this moment and the ongoing sequence between him and Cedric (1. 9-14).
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But a look at thc participant’s pointing gestures as thev are deploved in the 
common interactional spacc o f the table and thc plans hints at an interesting 
Connection with Maries withdrawals:

Ex. 9 mosaic_122900_moijcje
LAU
tra

tra
lau

CED
tra 
MAR s
tra
lau
mar

ced

fig.

9 MAR
tra

10 LAU
tra
lau
mar
ced

fig.
11 LAU

tra
lau
ced

• h
.h

&.h:: et j' trouvais ga blEn: d'avoir ce::\
&.h : : and i thought it was gOOd to have this:: 
cette perspective/ euh::\ fin c:- de vOIr le:s 
this view er:: well i:- to sEE the:
issues de s cours/ » e t  comment tu remontes«
emergency exits >>and how you go back up<< 
jusqu'ä:: * 1'exteirieur\°
to:: “the outEside“

E--RH on table->
( 1 . 1 )

oui\ matis(h) f(h)ace [ä son*be[soin d'tli] plal ce\
yes bu£t(h) in view o£[his *ne[ed for lt£] spa£ce

[.tsh [moi : / tt£]
( . tsh [ i : tl £ )

>----- E....RH moves twd plan........... i plan-£.RH:
>gaze plan--------------------------------------------
>RH on table----------------- *li£ts RH with biro. .
>gaze plan-------------------

#1
(.)
[ *m: oi/
l l :
[*et 1Ä/

£*tf* je:: 
£ * tt + i : : “ 
£ * II ton

[*and thEre£*tl+we had
>................... £
. *.... down *
>plan-----+

alvait ic]i ave*c Elt
Eit he]re wi*th£tl

PP plan-- Ebiro circle----£
.................. . , , , , ,*RH to mouth■-
•.gaze MAR-- -->

>RH touches chin------------------------ >
#2 #3

£ l'ascentseulr/ on l'avait favec l'escaliier/
£ the li+f£t we had it Ewiththe stair+s
i .RH down..£--biro circle--£,,RH to the edge of plan
>gaze MAR+,,gaze plan-------  -->

12 LAU o[n l'aura ] [*£tplus ] =
Lra w|e won't have it][*£+anymore]

13 CED > [moi j* suis p-][*£ + j' suis] [pas Si-ltE]
tra [i i'm n-](*£ + i'm ][not s:-tt£]

14 MAR > =[moi/ jell 1 ] + *j +e\*
tra =[i i #£]+*!+: *
lau >,RH to edge of plant,,retracts forearmE.RH to head?
mar >RH in front of mouth*...RH twd plan......*ppppp* , , ,

>gaze plan-------------------------------- *
>..leans forward...+.RH with biro twd plan+pp+,,,,ced
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+..opens biro
£ig. #4

15 *<0.1)*(0.2)
mar *.... *gaz.e CED - >

*..smiles->
16 MAR 6 mhm+: + * : ° < h * ((laughs))>
17 CED [vas-yt

tra [go on+
mar , , , , RH*mouth* , , pos i tions RH to the right of her face
ced ■ «...gaze MAR- ------ +, , , ,gaze down - ->

,,,,,,+RH on LH--------- +
>leaned fwd-------------+ straightens up-->

18 (0.1) *(0.1)
mar

19 m a r >
tra
mar
ced

20
tra
mar

tra
mar

22
23 CED

>gaze CED*,,,gaze plan->
*.h: moi j'aujrais plu* + tot envie i de: : quand*
*.h: i i would ra*+ther like+to:: when *
* . . . lowers RH........* . . .ppp to plan ppppppp*
>. . .straightens up-------------- + "listening posture"
>gaze down-- ------- 1 . .gaze plans--------- >>
*j'arrive:/ euh\ .h de voir/ que j'ai;:
*i'm going in er .h to see that i have:
•traces lines------------------------- >
j'ai un rapport ä:: 1'ex*tdrieur:
i have a Connection to:: the out*side
>--gaze plans-------------------- *
( 0 . 2 )

oui/
tra yes

As Laurent is explaininghis point o f  view (1. 1—4), his right hand is moving to 
different points on the plan in front o f  him. He retracts his gesturing hand at 
the end o f his turn and puts down his right forearm  on the table during the 
last word o f  his turn (° ex ter ieu r  °, 1. 4). He does not change position during 
the following long pause (1. 5), and his movement back to the plan (1. 6) is due 
to the fact that the transparent paper on the black plan Starts rolling up as 
Cedric Starts his turn (1. 6). His right hand is thus visibly directed to the outer 
edge o f the plan in order to prevent it from  rolling up again (fig. #1). There- 
fore, he projects no turn continuation at that moment. The timing o f  Marie’s 
first self-selection (1. 7) is thus positioned at a TRP, as is also shown by the 
format she adopts fo r a turn-beginning (a tongue click and the French tonic 
pronoun m oi), anticipating the end o f  Cedric’s turn, which could be possibly 
complete after sott b esoh l (filling the slot o f  the obligatory complement o f the 
preposition fa ce  a  -> x / >in view oft -> x). The post-overlap recycling o f  
Marie’s turn beginning (Schegloff 1987) at 1. 9 aims at reinstalling the rel- 
evance o f  her turn in a first sequential position after the overlap resolution 
(O loff 2009: 14 8 -15 3 ) .
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However, Marie drops out after having repeated her turn-beginning (1. 9), 
although Laurent does not adopt a particularly competitive form at (1. 10) and 
both are gazingat the plan, neither at each other nor toward Cedric. Instead, 
Laurent’s new pointing gesture toward the plan at that moment could ac- 
count for Marie’s drop out, as he is investigating the space Marie prepares 
pointing at as well. As we can see in fig. #1 (1. 6—7), Marie Starts to rnove her 
right hand — which has been in a resting position on the table until that m o
ment — toward the plan during her turn-beginning. 11er hand reaches the 
edge o f the plan and is lowered in preparation for a possible pointing gesture 
with the biro when she Starts to repeat her turn-beginning (1. 9). A t that m o
ment, Laurent has already made a quick movement with his right hand to 
ward the plan (movement which began on the last syllable o f  Cedric’s turn, 
p la ce , I. 6). His arm reaches full extension after e t  LA/ (1. 10, fig. #2). Precisely 
at that moment, Marie Starts to withdraw her right arm from the plan and 
positions it in front o f her mouth (fig. #3).

Marie drops out o f the turn one syllable after Laurent’s right arm has reached 
full extension. Thus, her withdrawal seems to be linked to the simultaneous 
investigation o f  the “pointing space” on the table by Laurent. In anticipation 
o f a possible turn completion (1. 11), Cedric then Starts a new turn (1. 13) 
that is overlapped by Laurent’s conclusion (on l ’a u ra p lu s , 1. 12), preceded by 
a change in his body posture and a movement o f his right hand toward the 
plan. The break in his turn ( j ’ s u i s 1. 13) could be related both to the fact 
that he is opening his biro and to the anticipation o f  a next TRP in Laurent’s 
turn. Precisely at the end o f Laurent’s utterance, Marie reinitiates her turn
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(1. 14). Düring the pre-beginning, she has m oved her right hand from the 
stand-by position in front o f  her m outh back toward the plan. Cedric and 
Marie are, therefore, m oving their right arm  simultaneously toward the 
middle o f  the table, pointing to relatively close points on the plan (fig. #4). 
As both ga/.e at the plan, we can assume a mutual visibility o f  the gestures, 
which reach their full extension at the same time. Although they do not point 
to the same space on the plan, Cedric retracts his arm nearly immediately (0.1 
seconds) aftcr overlap resolution. Interestingly, Marie also retracts her right 
arm just a fraction o f  a second later, after having recycled the pronoun j e  (I. 
14). Due to limited space, I will not com m ent on the ensuing explicit negoti- 
ation o f  Maries speaking rights and the participants’ use o f  gaze (1. 15-23).

In this example, the thrce participants have to negotiate between the con- 
tinuation o f  an ongoing sequence (between Laurent and Cedric) and the Start 
o f a new sequence, initiated by Marie. The multimodal transcript shows that 
both Maries self-selections and withdrawals are done without gazing at one 
o f her potential addressees. ln this setting, the use o f  gaze and the visual 
check o f  the recipient’s availability do not seem to have primordial relevance. 
Instead, the participants focus on the plan in the middle o f  the table to which 
they frequently point during their turns. The specific ecology o f this setting 
results in a particular importance o f  the occurrence and visibility o f point- 
ing gestures or hand movements above and toward the plan. With regard to 
withdrawals from the turn, it can be said that the relevant feature here seerns 
to be the availability o f  the pointing space. lf, especially during overlapping 
talk, another Speaker simultaneously enters this central space in the middle
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o f  the table (typically by extending his arm, eventually holding a biro), the 
availability o f  the space and thus o f  the potential recipients is compromised. 
Consequently, even i f  withdrawal from the turn in overlapping talk cannot 
be systematically related to the absence or presence o f  (mutual) gaze, it is, at 
least in face-to-face interaction, clearly managcd by the use not only o f  aud- 
ible, but also o f  visible resources.

3. Conclusion

This chapter has been dedicated to the analvsis o f  withdrawals from  the turn 
during simultaneous talk, a phenomenon that has not yet been investigated 
in detail within conversation analysis and interactional linguistics. Jt does not 
seem possible to account for turn withdrawal exclusively in syntacdc terms, 
as the breaking points o f  the emergent syntactic constructions appear to be 
at various distances with respect to a possible TCU completion and to the 
length o f the overlapping talk. Those breaking points mav be more usefully 
distinguished with regard to different sequential positions within an utter- 
ance: the pre-beginning o f  the turn, the turn-beginning, and the TCU, after 
the turn-beginning. As the examples in section 2 have shown, the concepts 
o f recipientship and availability help to account for the phenomenon o f  
turn abandonment during overlapping talk. A multimodal analysis o f  sev- 
eral cases o f withdrawal from the turn led to some preliminary observations. 
First, if, in overlap, a Speaker gazes at a non-gazing (and overlapping) ad- 
dressee, he is likely to withdraw quickly from the turn as soon as he notices 
his interlocutor’s absence o f gaze. Second, if a Speaker is addressed in over
lap by one o f  his co-participants, his withdrawal from the turn is offen  
closely timed with a re-orientation o f  his gaze toward the overlapping  
Speaker. Third, if a mutual gaze between two participants is already estab- 
lished when overlap occurs, a re-orientation to an alternative, non-overlap- 
ping participant may lead to a quick abandonment o f  the turn by the Speaker 
who lost his recipient.

However, we should not assume that gaze direction is the only or the 
most relevant feature that intervenes during overlap management. As the 
last example (ex. 9) has shown, withdrawal from the turn occurs also when  
Speakers do not even seek to gaze at each other. This case, nevertheless, 
shows that participants in face-to-face interaction make use o f  visual el- 
ements in Order to resolve overlap, and Orient toward the availability ot in
teractional space. ln this example, the withdrawals from the turn appear to 
be in connection with visible pointing gestures that are carried out in the 
common space o f attention (and that thus catch the attention o f  potential re-
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cipicnts), the plans on the tahlc, and that render this Space (un)available for 
taking a turn.

These analyses confirm  that withdrawal front the turn does not seem to 
follow a formal rule (which could for instance be described in terms o f  re- 
current incomplete syntactic patterns), but that it is, just as turn-taking in 
general, the result o f  negotiations between Speakers who rnake use o f differ
ent audible and visible resources in dynamic, local, indexical, and praxeologi- 
cal ways (Mondada 2007b). T herefore, withdrawal front the turn is the result 
o f an ensemble o f  basic interactional features like sequential pressure, the 
(dis)aligned character o f  turns o r lines o f  action, problems o f epistemic 
groundings (as in the case o f  repair sequences), the availabilitv o f the recipi- 
ent and o f  the interactional space, the manipulation and implication o f arti- 
facts during the interaction, etc. My contribution aimed not at presentingan 
exhaustivc inventory ot “negotiable features” during overlapping talk, but at 
considering the visible aspects o f  turn withdrawal in particular. A multimo- 
dal approach ntay contribute in interesting ways to the understanding o f turn 
abandonment and issues o f  (syntactic) turn completeness in interaction: if 
we considcr visible elements that intervene during turn abandonment, the 
pre-beginning becomes a relevant sequential position where withdrawal can 
occur. As pre-beginnings may be visual (Mondada 2004, 2007a) or consist 
o f (not always) audible non-lexical items and phenomena (in-breath, tongue 
clicks), the abandonment o f  the turn at this stage may not be understandable 
as such, bcing inaudible and literally invisible if participants’ visibly displayed 
orientations are not considered. The analyzed excerpts also emphasized the 
embodied nature o f  withdrawals from  the turn. Consequently, if one wishes 
to investigatc the specificities o f  syntax or other grammatical features within 
sequences o f  overlapping talk, those withdrawal formats should be studied 
within their specific multimodal settings. The analysis o f  visible resources 
like gaze, body posture, gesture, or the manipulation o f  artifacts, and their in- 
terplay with recurrent patterns o f  prosodic, syntactic, and actional features, 
allows to be reached a m ore complete understanding o f  recurrent phenom
ena like withdrawal from  the turn in overlap and o f  the ^w/d/Z-like character 
o f  turns and fragments o f  turns-at-talk. As a consequence, a grammatical 
dcscription o f  spoken language should consider that interaction is not pri- 
marily driven by a set o f  abstract rules, but that recurrent (syntactic, pros
odic, etc.) patterns are intertwined with the management o f  interactional 
tasks, and thus with audible and visible actions.

This chapter should be understood as an invitation to investigatc further 
the phenomenon o f  withdrawal from the turn. Two main points are worth 
emphasizing. First, if we wish to understand how recipiency displays within
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and availability o/the interactional space intcrvene during overlapping talk, 
thc preliminary observations I made in this chapter should be svstematized 
by looking at a large variety o f  interactional settings and ecologies. More spe- 
cifically, it would be interesting to consider in more systematic wavs par- 
ticular participative configurations by comparing withdrawals in interactions 
where two, three, <>r more Speakers interact (Iigbert 1997; Schegloff 1995). 
A second main research issue seems to be the timing o f  the withdrawals: the 
three different sequential positions for withdrawal (pre-beginning, turn-be- 
ginning, TCUs in the post-turn-beginning phase) could be studied in order 
to reveal recurrent features o f turn abandonments at those positions, 
whether they are mainly visible or rather audible. At a later stage, those re
current patterns could also be related to language specific grammatical or 
lexical resources, especially if larger amounts o f  data are available lor analy- 
sis. Considering that in case o f  overlapping talk, two (or three, etc.) syntacdc 
constructions emerge simultaneously, we might wonder how those emerging 
turns interact with each other, and especially how visible actions are posi- 
tioned with respect to the withdrawal. Therefore, a fine-grained analysis ot 
the moment where a visible re-orientation is displayed by one or more par- 
ticipant(s) and the moment where a Speaker withdraws from the turn could 
be helpful in order to contribute to a full understanding o f  how issues ot 
turn-taking and turn-completeness are handlet! by Speakers in interaction.

Appendix

Transcription Conventions
1 ALE original conversation

tra approximate translation

1 1 overlap (onset & end)

© smiley voice

(. ) micro-pause (< 0.2 seconds)

( 2 ) length of pauses in seconds

/ rising / falling intonation
& continuation of current turn

• h/h breath (in / out)

(h> laughter particle, breathy voice

(il va) uncertain transcription

((tv)) comments
A liaison

1 ' end of overlap (in case of multiple

sound Stretch

overlaps)
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XXX incomprehensible segment

extra prominence of talk 

latching

par- truncation

°bon° low volume

BON increased volume

< > delimitation of phenomena noted within (( ) )

>>bon<< accelerated speech

*, + , £ delimitate a participant's gestures and actions
*- -> gesture or action described continues across subse- 

quent lines

gesture or action described continues until and after 

the end of the excerpt
> — gesture or action described begins before the begin- 

ning of the line
>>- 

/ / / / /

gesture or action described begins before the begin- 

ning of the excerpt 

gesture's preparation

gesture's apex is reached and maintained 

gesture's retraction

fab pseudonym of participant doing the gesture

fig. the exact point where a screen shot (figures) has 

been taken is indicated,

# with a specific sign showing its Position within 

turns-at-talk

PPP pointing gesture

RH/LH right hand / left hand

SVP separable verbal particle (in German)

PRT discourse particle (in German)
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